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ON THE EXTENSION IN THE HARDY CLASSES
AND IN THE NEVANUNNA CLASS
BY

JAAKKO HYVONEN and JUHANI RIIHENTAUS (*)

RfesuMfc. - En utilisant des methodcs de la theorie du potentid on a etabli des theoremcs
d'extension pour les fonctions de quelques classes de Hardy et de la dasse de Nevanlinna
dans C1'. Les ensembles cxccptionnels sont polaires ou un peu plus grands ensembles n-petits
scion que la fonction majorante sera harmonique ou separement hypcrharmoniquc.
ABSTRACT. - Using potential theoretic methods we give extension results for functions
in various Hardy classes and in the Nevanlinna class in C". Our exceptional sets are polar
or slightly larger n-small sets depending whether the majorant is a harmonic or separately
hyperharmonic function.

1. Introduction
1.1. Recently Jarvi ([9]; Theorem 1, p. 597) gave the following result
Let G be an open set in C", n>l. Let EC G be closed in G and
polar. Let f: G\E-^C be a holomorphic function such that for some
P > 0> | / (p has a harmonic majorant in G\£. Then f has a unique holomorphic extension f* : G -» C such that (/* |11 has a harmonic majorant in G.
In the case n = l Jarvfs result is contained in Rarrcau's classical result
([13]; Theoreme 20, p. 182). In the case n ^ l JarvTs result generalized
Cima's and Graham's result ([3]; Theorem A, p. 241) which stated that
analytic subvarieties arc removable singularities for certain subdomains of
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C11. Note that in [15]; Theorem 3.2, p. 285 a similar result was given to
Jarvi's result, however, only in the case /?^ 2.
JarvFs proof was based on a lemma of Psarreau ([9]; Lemma, pp. 596597) (see also [7]; Lemma 1, p. 18) concerning quasibounded harmonic
functions. In section 2 below we give a perhaps more elementary proof
to the above result of Jarvi. Our proof applies also to the case of nharmonic, i. e. separately harmonic functions. In this case our exceptional
sets are n-small. For the definition of these sets see [16]; Definition 2.2
and 2.2 below.
In [15]; Theorem 3.9, p. 287, it was observed that the following result
is a direct consequence of [10]; Theorem 2, p. 279 (see also {11]; Theorem
4, p. 35 and [5]; Theorem 1.2 (fc), p. 704) and of [1]; Corollary 2.10, p.
425.
Let G be an open set in C", n^l. Let EC G be closed in G and
polar. Let f : G\E -^ C be a holomorphic junction such that log'1' | / |
has a pluriharmonic majorant in G\J5. Then f has a unique meromorphic
extension to G.
In the case n=l this result is contained in the result of Parreau ([13];
Theoreme 20, p. 182) (see also [1]; Corollary 2.10, p. 425). In the case
n>2 the above result generalized Cima's and Graham's result ([3];
Theorem C, p. 241) which stated that in this situation analytic subvarieties
are removable singularities for certain subdomains of C".
In section 3 below we show that in the above result it is sufficient to
suppose that log^l / ) has a harmonic majorant in G\£. Our result
gives thus a positive answer to a question posed by Cima and Graham
([3]; Remarks 7.4, p. 255).
The results for subharmonic functions are due to the first author, the
results for n-hypoharmonic, i. e. separately hypoharmonic functions (except
Remark 2.8) and for functions in the Nevanlinna class are due to the
second author.
1.2. We use mainly the same notation as in [8]. See also
[16]. However, we recall the following.
If aeIR*, fc^l, and r>0, we write
Bk(a,r)^{x€nk\\x-a\<r},

[/^(O,!).

The complex space C", n^l, will be identified with the real space
R2". If 20 e C and r > 0, we write S1 (20, r)=5B2 (20, r). If
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z=(zi, ..., z«)€C", n> 1, we set for each./, 1 <7<n,
Z^=(zi. ..., z^-i. z^-i, ..., z^eC"-1

and

(z^)=z.

V G <=. C" and Zo=(z?, Z?) we write
G(z?)={Z^6C-1 | (z?,Z^)€G},
G(Z?)={z^6C|(z^Z?)6G}.
If r=(ri, ..., r,)€R"+, we write R^(TI, ..., r,) and
D"(zo. r)=B2 (z?, r») x fi"-1 (Z?, <,),
where
D"-1 (Z?, J?i) = B2 (z§, r,) x ... x B2 (z;, r,).
If G c C" is open and /: G-»C(resp. [-00, oo]) we write for each
Zi eC"-1 fz,: G(Zi) -»C (resp. [-00. ooD,
/^(Zl)"/^!^!)-

For the Laplace of/(in the distribution sense) we write
A/=E;.,A,/,
where
. ..
A,/=4

^f

ffzjSzj

¥OT the definition of n-hyperharmonic, i.e. separately hyperhannonic
functions see [8]. A function u: G-»[-oo, oo) is n-hypohannonic, if
—u is n-hyperharmonic. Note that a function u : G-^(—00,00] (resp.
[—00,00)) is superharmonic (resp. subhannonic) if u is hyperhannonic
and ^ oo (resp. hypoharmonic and ^ — oo) on each component of G.
The fe-dimensional Hausdorff measure is denoted by H» (note the difference between the Hardy class Jf), the k-dimensional Lebesgue measure
bymk.
For the theory of holomorphic functions. Hardy classes and Nevanlinna
class see [18] and [21]. For potential theory see [8] and [6].
2. On the extension in the Hardy classes
2.1. Let G be an open set in R", n^2. Let p>0. Set
hp(G)^{u: G -^ R+ | u is subhannonic and u" has a harmonic majorant
inG}.
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If G is an open set in C", n^ 1, set
h^ (G) = { u : G -^ R+ | u is n-hypoharmonic and vP has an n-hyperharmo
nic majorant in G which is ^ oo on each component of G};
HP(G)^{f: G-»C |/is holomorphic and \f\' has a harmonic majorant in G };
Hf (G) = { / : G -^ C | /is holomorphic and | / [^ has an n-hyperharmonic
majorant in G which is ^ oo on each component of G}.
In Theorem 2.5 below we give extension results for the classes W and
fc;. In the case of the class hp the exceptional set is polar and the proof
is based on the well-known result which states that polar sets are removable
singularities for subharmonic functions which are locally bounded above
(see [8]; Theorem 2, p. 25). In the case of the class A; the exceptional set
is n-small (see [16]; Definition 2.2 and 2.2 below) and the proof is based
on a corresponding result according to which n-hypoharmonic functions
which are locally bounded above can be extended across n-small sets (see
[16]; Theorem 4.1). We recall here, however, the definition of n-small
sets and give a property of these sets.
2.2. For each set E c. C we define V1 (£)=cap* £, where cap* denotes
the outer logarithmic capacity in C. If n^2, 1 </<n and y~ 1 is defined
for subsets of C'1"1, we define for E c C"
^(^^{^Cly-^Z^C^^Z^eE^O}.
Finally, set
y(£)=max^^(£).

We say that E c C" is n-smaH, if y (£)=().
2.3. PROPOSITION. — Let E <= C", n>2. Then E is n-small, if for each
fc, l^k^n, fl2,,2(£»)=0, where
£,={Z,€C l> - l |cap*{z,eC|(z„Z,)6£}>0}.

Conversely, ifE is n-small and an fy-set^ then H^^^(E^^O for each k,
l<k<n.
Proof. — The first part of the Proposition is proved in [16]; Proposition
2.4. Note that there are (at least Lebesgue nonmeasurable) n-small sets
£forwhichH2»-2(£«)>0- See[16k Remark2.8, We give an induction
proof for the second part. If n=2 then the assertion clearly
TOMEll2—1984—N°4
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holds. Suppose then that n^3 and take k, l^fc^n, arbitrarily. Since
the outer logarithmic capacity and the Hausdorff outer measure are subadditive, we may suppose that E is compact. From [17]; Lemma 2.2.1, p.
87 it follows that E^ is an ^o-sct and thus Lebesgue measurable.
Takej^Jc, 1 </^n, arbitrarily. Since £ is n-small, there is Bj c C such
that H 2 (B^) = 0 and that for each 2j t B^ the set

^^{Z^C^K^Z^E}
is (n—l)-small. It follows from the induction hypothesis that
H^^^(E,,(Zj))=0 for each z^Bp where
£fc(z^={Z^€C I •- 2 |cap*{z,€C|(z^Zy)e£(^^}>0}.
If x^ is the characteristic function of E^ we get by Fubini's theorem
^n-iW^ f
f f
^pZ^dm^^(Z^\dm^)»^
Jc^Uc"-2^^)
/

concluding the proof.
2.4. Remark. - From [19]; Lemma 6, p. 115 (see also [12]; Corollary
3.3) and Proposition 2.2 it follows that polar sets are n-small. Note
that Lebesgue measurable n-small sets are of Lebesgue measure zero ([16];
Remark 2.3).
2.5. THEOREM. — Let G be an open set in R", n^2 (resp. in C",
n^ 1). Let E c G be closed in G and polar (resp. n-small). Let p> 1. If
uGhp(G\E) [resp. h;(G\£)], then u has a unique extension u*€hp(G)
[resp. Aj;(G)].
Proof.— Let h be a harmonic majorant (resp. an n-hyperharmonic
majorant which is ^ oo on each component of G\E) of u in G\£. By
[8]; Theorem 2, p. 25 (resp. [16]; Theorem 4.1) A has a unique superharmonic (resp. n-hyperharmonic which by [8]; Theorem, p. 31 is superharmonic)
extension h* : G -^ (— oo, oo]. Thus the greatest harmonic minorant v of
h* in G exists by [8]; Corollary 1, p. 10.
Take q, l<q<p, and e>0 arbitrarily. Then the function
u,: G\£-^[- 00,00),
u.(2)=u(zr-Eh(2).

is subharmonic (resp. n-hypoharmonic). Since
u,(z)^u(zy-eu(zy
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for each zeG\E and q<p, u, is bounded above in G. By [8]; Theorem
2, p. 25 (resp. [16]; Theorem 4.1) u, has a unique subhannonic (resp. nhypoharmonic which by [8]; Theorem, p. 31 is subhannonic) extension
uf : G-^[— 00,00).
For each z e G\E we have
fc*(2)-«?(z)=A(z)-u(z) < +efc(z)>K(z) l> -M(z) < -^efc(^)>-l.
Since E is of Lebesgue measure zero, it follows that
u?(z)<fc*(z)+l
for each zeG. Thus by [8]; Corollary 1, p. 10
u?(z)0(z)-H
foreachzeG. But then
u(zy-eh(z)^v(z)^l
for each zeG\£. Since e>0 was arbitrary, we get
(A)

u(z)^(z)+l

for each zeG\£. Therefore u is locally bounded above in G and thus
by [8]; Theorem 2, p. 25 (resp. [16]; Theorem 4-1) has a unique subhannonic (resp. n-hypoharmonic) extension u* : G -* [0, oo). Since (A) holds for
all q<p and E is of Lebesgue measure zero,
u*(zy^v(z)+\

for all Z€G. Thus u*ehp(G). [Resp. it follows directly that
u* (zY ^ h* (z) for each z e G. Thus u* e fc; (G).]
2.6. COROLLARY ([9]; Theorem 1, p. 597 and [16]; Theorem 5.1). Let G be an open set in C", n> 1. Let E c: G be closed in G and polar
(resp. n-smaH). Let p > 0. /// e H" (G\E) [resp. H^ (G\E)], then f has
a unique extension f* € H9 (G) [resp. Hj?(G)].
Proof. - Choose u=\f\p/2 and observe that u€h2(G\E) [resp.
h (G\£)]. By Theorem 2.5 u has a unique extension u* eh2 (G) [resp.
^(G)]. Using then [8]; Theorem 2, p. 25 (resp. [16]; Theorem 4.1) to
the harmonic functions Re/and Im/locally bounded in G we see that/
has a unique extension /^e/f^G) [resp./f?(G)].
2
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2.7. COROLLARY ([16]; Theorem 5.2). - Let E c IT", n> 1, be closed in
I/" and n-small. Let f: U^E -^ C be a holomorphic function such that for
some p>0, I/I1' has an n-harmonic majorant in l/"\£. Then f has a
unique holomorphic extension f* : 17" -+ C such that | /* [p has an n-harmonic
majorant in IT11.
Proof. — To sec that | /* [p has an n-harmonic majorant in 17" just
proceed as in [16]; proof of Theorem 5.2 (see also [15]; p. 287).
2.8. Remark. — Note that in Corollary 2.7 it is not possible to replace
the polydisc 17" by an arbitrary open set G.
For example, let
G^Kz^z^B^O.Oll/ll-zJ
+l/|l-z,|<log(l/|2j)+log(l/|z,|)},
where conventionally log 00=00. The function /: G -+ C,
/(z)=l/(l-z0-hl/(l-z,),
belongs to the class H\(G). Moreover, |/| has a 2-harmonic majorant
outside the 2-small set
jE=={z€G|zi=Oorz2=0}.
Since G H ( C X {0})=C/x { 0 } and the function
l/9z^l/(l-z)eC
does not belong to H1 (U), it follows that [ f\ has no 2-harmonic majorant
in G.
2.9. COROLLARY. — Let G be an open set in C", n^l. Let E c G be
closed in G and polar (resp. n'small). Let f: G\E -^ C be a holomorphic
function such that for some p> 1, (\og^ \ f \)1' has a harmonic majorant in
G\E (resp. n-hyperharmonic majorant which is ^oo on each component
of G\E). Then f has a unique holomorphic extension f* : G -» C.
Proof. — Observe that the subharmonic (resp. n-hypoharmonic) function
u: G\£-^[-oo,oo),

"(^log^.nz)!,
has by Theorem 2.5 a unique extension u*ehp(G) [resp. fcj?(G)].
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Therefore |/| is locally bounded in G. Proceeding then as in
the proof of Corollary 2.6 we see that / has a unique holomorphic
extension/* : G-^C.
3. On the extension in the Nevanlinna class
3.1. Let G be an open set in C", n^ 1. Let/be meromorphic in G. It
is easy to see that for each point Z()€G there is a neighborhood U^in G
and an analytic subvariety £^ in U^ such that / is holomorphic in
l/^\£^and log4' | / | has a pluriharmonic majorant in l/^\£^.
In Theorem 3.4 below we consider the converse situation. To be more
precise, we show that if E <= G is closed in G and polar and if/: G\E -^ C
is holomorphic such that log"*" | /1 has a harmonic majorant in G\£,
then / has a unique meromorphic extension to G. For the proof of this
result we give two definitions and one Lemma.
3.1 LetGbeanopensetinC^n^l. Let E c G be closed in G. Let
q>: G\£ -^ [— oo, oo) be subharmonic. By [8]; Theorem 1, p. 11 Aq> is a
measure in G\£. We say that Aq> has locally finite mass near £, if
A<p(J^\£) is finite for each compact set K <= G. Moreover, we say that
<p has locally a harmonic majorant near E, if for each z^eE there is R>0
such that E2" (zo, K) c G and a harmonic function h: B2" (zo, R)\E -» R
such that q> (z) ^ h (z) for each zeB29 (zo, ^)\£.
3.3. LEMMA (c/. [2]; p. 283). - Let G be an open set in C", n^l. Let
(p : G\£ -+ [— oo, oo) be subharmonic. J/A<p has locally finite mass near
£, then q> has locally a harmonic majorant near £.
Proof. — Take ZQ e £ arbitrarily. Choose R and R^ such that 0 < R < R^
and ^"(ZO^OCG. Set ^=(l/C2^A<p|(B2"(zo,^)\2^), where c^ is
the Poisson constant (see [8]; p. 4). Proceeding as Cegrell in [2]; proof
of Proposition, (ii) ^ (i), p. 283 one gets the desired harmonic majorant
as follows. Define x|^,
xKz)=<p(z)+G,(z)

where G^ is the Green potential of p in B2 " (zg, ^i). By [8]; p. 4 one sees
that Ax|^ = 0 in B2 M (zo, R)\E in the distribution sense. Using then WeyFs
lemma ([8]; Corollary, p. 3) one finds a harmonic function
h: B2" (zo, jR)\£ -* R such that h==^ Lebesgue almost everywhere in
B2 n (ZQ, ^)\£. Since G^ is positive, h gives a harmonic majorant to <p in
B2H(z^R)\E.
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3.4. THEOREM. - Let G be an open set in C\ n^l. Let £ c G be
closed in G and polar. Let f: G\E -^ C be a holomorphic function such
that log"*" [ / | has a harmonic majorant u in G\£. Then f has a unique
meromorphic extension f* to G.
Proof. — Since £ is polar, int £=0. Therefore it is sufficient to show
that each point z^eE has a neighborhood U^in G such that /| U^\E
has a meromorphic extension to U,y
Since £ is polar, flar-i (^)=0 by [6]; Theorem 5.13, p. 225. Thus we
find by [4] (see also [20]; Lemma 2, p. 114) a complex line P through the
point 2o=(2?,Z?) such that fli(£nP)=0. By [10]; Proposition 2, p.
266 (see also [11]; Theorem 2, p. 35) and by [6]; p. 55 we may rotate the
coordinate system and thus assume that P=C x {Z?}.
Using the facts that H^(EC}(CX {Z?}))=0 and £ is closed in G, we
find
ri, r'i 6 R+,

0<r\ <ri

and

J^i ^(r^ .... r.)e R^1

such that
^(z^.r^x^-^Z^^cG

and
(P (z?. r,)\B2 (2?. rl)) x 5 1 '- 1 (Z?, ^) c= G\£.

Therefore
/1 (B2 (z?, r^)\ff2 (z?, r\)) x D"-1 (Z?, ^0

is holomorphic.
Now we argue as in [2]; proofs of Proposition and Theorem, pp. 283285. Since £ is polar, we see using [8]; Theorem 2, p. 25 that the
subharmonic functions log4' | / |—u and —u in G\£ have subharmonic
extensions <pi : G -^ [—00, oo) and (p^ : G -»[—00, oo), respectively. But
then
log^l.nz)!^!^)-^)
for each Z€G\£. Since A<pi and Aq>2 are measures in G, Alog"*" | / |
has locally finite mass near £.
Set r =(ri, jRQ and take an increasing sequence of test functions
X^ZMD"(2o,r)\£),

j-1.2,...,
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such that ^(z) -» 1 as j -» oo for each z€Dn(z^ r)\£. Since Alog^ | / |
has locally finite mass near £, there is MeR+ such that
Jlog+|/(z)|Ax^z)dm„(z)<M
for each /=!, 2, ... Since log4' |/| is n-hypoharmonic, we sec by [8];
Proposition 1, p. 33 that
flog^l/CzX^x^^Anz.^xflog^l/^lAx^^^^zXM
for eachj= 1, 2, ...
(B)

From Fubinfs theorem it follows that

ffflog^ /z,(^)|Axjz,(Zi)dm2(zi)^m^-2(Zi)<^

for each j= 1, 2, ... Since the functions log'1' | /^ |, Zi cD""1 (Z?, R^
are subharmonic, we see that the sequence
flog^ fz^i)\^zMdm^(z^

j»1.2, ...,

is increasing for each Zi eD"'"1 (Z?, R^). Using then Monotone convergence in (B), we find a set Bi cD^l(Z^,Rt) such that H^^^B^Q
and that
(C)

lim^,jlog + |/^(Zl)|Ax^l(^)^2(Zl)<oo

for each ZieBi.
And now we continue with our previous techniques (see [14]; proof of
Theorem 3.1, pp. 147-148). Since E is polar, there is by [19]; Lemma 6,
p. 115 (see also [12]; Corollary 3.3) a set B^ c: Dn^l(Z^R^ such that
H
! n-2 (^i)^ and that for each z! ^^2 the set E(Z^) is polar in C.
Set B=Bi UBz. It follows from (C) that for each Zl€Z)"~ l (Z?,^l)
\B Alog^^ | /^J has locally finite mass near E(Z^)^}B2(z^r^). From
Lemma 3.2 it follows that for each
Z^D-^Z^OYB,
TOME 112— 1984—?4
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has locally a harmonic majorant near E(Z^)^\B2(^^T^ Since then
£(Zi) is polar in C, it follows from [13]; Theoremc 20, p. 182 (see also
[1]; Corollary 2.10, p. 425) that fz^as a unique meromorphic extension
/^to Dm(zQ,r)(Z^Bl(z^r^ Since H^^(B)^0, it foUows from
Levi's extension theorem ([5]; Theorem 2.1 (b\ p. 710) (see also [14];
Lemma 2.4, p. 147) that /1 D" (zo, y)\£ has a unique meromorphic extension to DII(zQ,r).
3.5. Remark. - Using the fact that the Hardy classes are contained in
the Nevanlinna class. Theorem 3.4 together with Cima's and Graham's
rather difficult argument ([3]; pp. 251-252) we get another proof to the
first part of Corollary 2.6 above.
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